FOR TAX PROFESSIONALS

How does visibility affect your tax team?
Increase accuracy, transparency, and communication.
Challenged with workload compression, resource demands, more stringent reporting and tax law requirements,
how do you make sure it all gets done, on time and with precision?
When you experience:

You should know:

1. IMPROVED
FILING
ACCURACY

Mistakes that cause
late filings, resulting in
unhappy stakeholders and
possible corporate fines

XCM mirrors traditional manual
processes with a digital routing
system based on your procedures
for improved accuracy

2. GREATER
VISIBILITY

Ad hoc work and lastminute requests that
strain resources and result
in missed deadlines

XCM allows you real time visibility
to instantly reallocate resources
and coordinate tasks between
people and departments, giving
you more flexibility

3. INCREASED
FLOW OF
INFORMATION

Communication challenges
across departments
resulting in inaccuracies,
workflow bottlenecks, and
missed deadlines

XCM helps you streamline
processes and communicate
across and within departments–
allowing you to access
deadline-sensitive information

And consider this:

14%

Only 14% of finance execs
report their finance functions
are “optimized” and support
high performance1

55%

55% of business and
IT leaders can’t tell whether
documents have been
reviewed due to limits of
process visibility2

52%

52% of business leaders
say they have different
internal systems that don’t
“talk” to each other2

A true workflow platform provides four key workflow benefits that lead to
increased productivity.
Visibility: Having a 360˚ view provides the insight needed to make resource adjustments
or changes.
Control: Identifying departmental bottlenecks, and implementing process efficiencies
will let you deliver quality results.
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CONTROL

XCM™ PRODUCTIVITY
ENABLEMENT QUAD

Flexibility: Enacting continuous process improvements will help deliver increasing efficiency.
Accountability: Gaining a real-time “single source” of status for every assignment, task and
deadline supports greater accountability.

ACCOUNTABILITY

FLEXIBILITY

XCM works horizontally across tax, accounting, finance, and operational departments. We help professionals manage millions of
processes, enabling businesses to complete more work, in less time, with greater quality. Our device and browser-agnostic cloud solutions
offer real-time, anywhere, anytime access to work, making your people more efficient.
To learn more about how XCM can help your business, please email marketing@xcmsolutions.com, visit our website at xcmsolutions.com,
or call us at 781.356.5152.
Sources: 1. “The Road to Finance Transformation,” CFO.com, 2017; 2. “The Document Disconnect: Hidden Opportunity, Big Payoff,” IDC, 2014

